Bismuth thin films were grown onto glass substrates through the DC magnetron sputtering technique. The effects of substrate temperature on the microstructure of the films were evaluated. The structural behavior was analyzed via X-ray diffraction, and it showed a marked influence of the substrate temperature on the crystallite size and the micro-stress. The morphologies evaluated through Electron Probe Microanalyzer images indicated a slight difference in the grain size with an increase in temperature as well as a significant increase in surface roughness, according to profilometer measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Bismuth (Bi), a typical semimetal, has a unique set of properties, such as large Fermi wavelengths [1] , strong diamagnetism, and very high magnetoresistance [2] . Recently, bismuth nanostructures have attracted much attention because of their quantum transport and finite-size effects and their potential application for magnetic field sensors, optical devices, catalysts and thermoelectric coolers or power generators [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
At the same time, with increasing environmental concerns and the need for green reagents, interest in bismuth and its compounds has increased tremendously during the last decade [8] . Up to now, many papers on bismuth nanostructures synthesized by means of various techniques have been reported, such as thin films [9] , nanowires [10] , nanotubes [11] , nanoplates [12] , and nanobelts [13] . In particular, bismuth thin film deposition is complicated due to its melting point, which leads to higher crystallization rates and low vapor pressure. They have been deposited using several deposition techniques, including pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [14] [15] , molecular beam deposition method [16] , rf sputtering [17] , thermal evaporation [18] and electro-deposition [19] . Some of the advantages of using sputtering techniques are the possibility of evaporating materials with different natures and the good adherence of the thin film. Recently, Dong-Ho Kim and co-workers [17] have successfully prepared bismuth thin films through rf-magnetron sputtering, demonstrating the effects of deposition temperature on surface morphology and their electrical transport properties. They found that homogenous thin films cannot be obtained above 175 °C, and the onset of the coalescence of grains is around 100 °C, where movement of grains and surface diffusion of atoms are enhanced. Also, Latha Kumari, S.-J. Lin, J.-H. Lin, Ma, Lee and Liou [18] deposited bismuth thin films onto (100) Si through thermal evaporation at various substrate temperatures (30, 100 and 200 °C), observing the formation of coalescence grains and highly textured crystallographic thin films at low temperatures, while for a high temperature (200 °C) there is no uniform growth, due to grain segregation, island formation, and random-oriented polycrystalline structure. However, there have been few reports up to now about the effect of substrate temperature on the microstructure of Bi thin films deposited via dc magnetron sputtering.
In this paper, we study the effect of the substrate temperature on the structural and morphological behavior of bismuth thin films deposited via dcmagnetron sputtering onto a glass substrate.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Bismuth monolayers were deposited via the dc magnetron sputtering technique using a bismuth target (99.99%) 2 inches of diameter. Coatings were deposited on glass substrates, varying the substrate temperature from 100 to 160 °C. The substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in acetone solution for 15 minutes and underwent a pretreatment through a plasma cleaning process that was carried out for 15 minutes before the deposition. The deposition parameters used for the growth of the thin films were: base pressure of 10 -4 Pa, work pressure of 6x10 -3 Pa, 1 W/cm 2 for power density, argon gas flow of 20 sccm and a deposition time of 20 minutes.
Structural characterization was performed with a Bruker AXS D8 advanced X-Ray difractometer (XRD), using parallel beam geometry and a grazing incidence angle φ = 1.5° with Cu-kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å) ranging between 20-80° with steps of 0.02°. Cross section and morphological surface analyses were carried out using the JEOL JXA-8530F Field Emission Electron Probe Microanalyzer (EPMA) with 10 keV of energy and a magnification of 50.000X. Also, thickness and roughness measurements of the thin films were determined with a Veeco Dektak 150 surface profilometer, using a 2.3 mm length and a measuring range of 6.5 µm.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
XRD patterns of bismuth monolayers deposited at different substrate temperatures are shown in Figure 1 . The identified and indexed XRD peaks for all the samples belong to a hexagonal structure (a = b = 4.547, c = 11.8616 Å, α = β = 90° and γ = 120°) matching PDF 44-1246, being consistent with a hexagonal primitive cell, which is regularly used to describe a bismuth lattice [20] [21] . Furthermore, Bi can take the form of a rhombohedral cell and can also be assimilated into a slightly deformed pseudo-cubic cell [15] . XRD patterns exhibited no presence of preferred orientation, indicating randomly oriented polycrystalline thin films. The width of the peaks related to crystallite size and micro-stress revealed the influence of the substrate temperatures. Average crystallite size and micro-stress were estimated using the Williamson-Hall method, fitting the profiles with a Lorenzian function, by employing the following equation, which includes the main contributions (crystallite size, micro-stress and instrumental error) to the width of the peak:
where β is the Full Width at Half Maximum, λ is the X-ray wavelength, β 0 is the instrumental error, D is the crystallite size and ε is the micro-stress. Figure 2 shows the calculated crystallite grain size and the micro-stress as a function of the substrate temperature. Crystallite size exhibited a linear behavior with an increase in substrate temperature, indicating an enhanced crystallite quantity, seen by the increase in the intensity of the peaks, while the micro-stress diminished at higher temperatures, helping to relax and release the stress in the thin film.
The average thickness values of the thin films measured with profilometry equipment were in the range 600-900nm. No significant differences in thickness between the films were observed with variation of substrate temperature.
In order to establish the temperature effect in bismuth thin films over a wide range, an XRD analysis of temperature in the range from 100 to 300 °C in situ was carried out on the film grown at 120 °C in air atmosphere, with temperature steps of 50°C. These results are shown in Figure 3 . Bismuth diffraction peaks appear at low temperatures up to approx. 200 °C, and its decrease is associated with the bismuth oxide β-Bi 2 O 3 (PDF 27-0050), a formation that is clearer above 250 °C. This indicates the change from hexagonal to tetragonal structure, and also a shift to a yellow-plated color surface. An example of this is the research developed by DongHo Kim, S.-H. Lee, J.-K. Kim and G.-H. Lee [17] , who deposited Bi thin films at room temperature which were then annealed for 1 h at over 250 °C, showing XRD patterns of bismuth oxide.
An EPMA cross-section image of the bismuth thin films is shown in Figure 4 . Columnar growth with large irregular particles occurs in the films, which has been also reported for Bi films produced through dc sputtering [22, 23] , rf sputtering [17] and PLD techniques [14] . The typical columnar growth in the thin films, as well as the low melting point of Bi and a rapid solidification process, can be observed, due to the high mobility of the adsorbed species on the heated surface [18] . According to the Thornton diagram [24] , the structural model for thin films obtained through PVD techniques depends on the pressure and the relation between the substrate temperature and melting temperature (T/T m ). Bi has a low Tm, equal to 271 °C [14] , so T/Tm takes values of 0.68, 0.72, 076 and 0.79, clearly locating the thin film morphology in zone 2, ascribed to a dense columnar growth. Figure 5 illustrates surface EPMA images of thin films for various substrate temperatures. The distribution of small grains with some large ones appears at low temperatures in the range 100-140 °C, while at 160 °C the grains tend to be slightly bigger on average. This indicates the increase of grain size due to the high growth rate at raised substrate temperatures, caused by the contribution of the thermal energy to the effects of the diffusion and the coalescence of the grains. In the range of temperatures considered in this study, segregation effects did not appear, because they become visible at higher temperatures, according reports by DongHo Kim, S.-H. Lee, J.-K. Kim and G.-H. Lee [17] , who suggest segregation can occur above 175 °C, or even above 200 °C [18] .
Some reports indicate that the grain geometry is strongly determined by the deposition technique. The grain geometry obtained with dc-magnetron sputtering was polyhedral-like structures. Also, similar surface morphology has been found in thin films grown via the thermal evaporation method and spherical grains with pulsed laser deposition [14] . These results are in agreement with profilometer results, which suggest a strong dependence of surface morphologies on the substrate temperature, with the increases of the average roughness with temperature, as shown in Figure 6 .
CONCLUSIONS
The effect of substrate temperature on the structural and morphological behavior was studied for bismuth thin films grown on glass substrates via the dc-magnetron sputtering technique. A considerable influence of the substrate temperature on the microstructure was found. The increase of crystallite size with temperature and a drop in micro-stress were observed through the WilliamsonHall method. Morphological images showed the columnar growth of the thin films and grains with a polyhedral-like geometry. Segregation in Bi thin films was not observed in the range of substrate temperatures studied, but it may appear at higher temperatures, over 170 °C.
